
Summer 1 Week 5 – 14th May 2021 

What have we been learning? 
 

   

 We have been learning some facts about real-life pirates from the past this week. We have also been 
writing labels to describe a picture of a pirate where we tried so hard to use describing words - wooden 
leg, golden earring, black boots etc.  

 

 In our Phonics sessions this week we have been continuing to read words with four sounds and we are 
also working hard to recognise our new “tricky words” onsight.  

 

 In Maths this week we have been learning about number bonds to 10. We talked about how number 
bonds are pairs of number that are friends which add up to 10. It was a little bit tricky but we are getting 
there by using  our fingers and the Numicon equipment to help us.   

 
 We have also been learning about how maps helped pirates to travel around. We learned that maps    

only show us things which can’t move - such as rocks, trees, bridges, buildings etc. We then designed 
our own pirate maps on the computers using the Purple Mash program.  

 
 

         
  
 
 

 

Homework 
Literacy 
        - Real-life pirates - We have set you something to look at about “Famous Pirates” on DB Primary.    
          You might need a grown-up to read it to you though as there are quite a lot of words. See if you can  
          remember 3x facts about these pirates to put into your yellow book. You could tell your facts to a   
          grown-up for them to write them down for you, or you could have a go at writing your facts yourself. 
 
 

        - Reading books - please write us a comment to let us know how your child managed with their books  
          at home. We really do value your comments. 
  
Maths  
        - Number bonds - use your fingers to practice working out number bonds to 10. Then have a go at  
          some of the “Number Bonds Home Learning Challenges” in order to reinforce those numbers which  
          make a total of 10. 
             
 

We are continuing to add links to useful websites DB Primary relating to our new “Magic and Mayhem” 
topic and also to the “Online Stories” tab too. 

 

Ahoy there mateys! We loved painting the wavy sea 
for our pirate ship collages. 


